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I believe that the subject in 

this MOOC is the best 

example to understand the 

complexity of the human 

rights approach to any 

issue.  

(participant) 

 

 

 

I work in an NGO trying to 

promote children 

participation in Paraguay.  

I want to implement all the 

knowledge I acquire in this 

course for the benefit of 

Paraguayan children.  

(participant)  



 

 

 

  Highlights 
 

• Featuring young activists as lecturers (Luisa 

Neubauer - Fridays for Future) and protagonists 

of selected videos 

• Participation of Right Livelihood Laureates 

Maude Barlow and Raoul Montenegro, UN and 

NGOs specialists, top-notch academics 

• Increased focus on engagement with 5 live 

webinars 

• Anticipating the participation of a young 

audience, a lot of effort put in creating tailored 

and inspiring materials, easy to digest 

courseware, guidance and  

explanation 

 

 

Executive summary 
 

Key information 
 

Dates: 

31 May 2021 – 11 July 2021 (6 weeks) 

Estimated effort: 

6+ h/week 

Access:  

   edX platform 

Presentation & promotion:  

   Dedicated page on the GC website, video-

teaser and social media campaign 

Features: 

17 experts from 6 regions; 13 video lectures; 

5 webinars; introductions; readings 

Engagement & evaluation: 
6 discussions, 3 quizzes  
1 poll, 2 surveys  
1 live chat

  

Statistics 
 

Enrolment: 

2073 participants (target: 1500)  

Age & gender: 

Mainly 19-24 (40%), 11% under 18;   

female (67%), male (31%), other (1%)  

Country of origin: 

All 7 GC regions + North America (see p.4) 

Professional profile: 

Student/researcher (48%), NGO/human rights 

professional (15%); teacher/educator (9%) 

Surveys: 

572 (welcome); 217 (participant-experience) 

Certificates issued: 

193 (9% of enrolment)  

Top viewed videos: 

CRC General Principles (C. Altafin)  

Meaningful child participation (V. Karunan) 

Children’s freedom of expression and 

association (A. Daly) 
 

*edx, youtube, surveys 
  

    

      

     

    Recommendations from participants  
 

• Keep the quality of materials and the ‘curation’ 

effort 

• Online meetings among participants/focus 

groups in real time 

• More quizzes; test/essay at the end 

• Consider making content accessible for even 

younger audiences 

• Promote further the course  

in collaboration with NGOs

 

 

 

https://edx.gchumanrights.org/courses/course-v1:gchumanrights+cpe+2021/about
https://gchumanrights.org/education/e-learning/moocs/child-participation-and-the-right-to-a-sustainable-environment/about.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lVS1u-JCno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lVS1u-JCno
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A snapshot 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Some of our lecturers 

Quizzes & Polls 

Video samples: Victor Karunan,             
Juliane Kippenberg and Luisa Neubauer  

Yousra Abourabi

Leo Ratledge

Visalaaksh Annamalai

Jonas Schubert
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A young audience committed to changemaking 
 

 

This MOOC marks the engagement of our youngest ever 

audience: 40% of the enrolled participants were 

between 19 and 24 years old, and 11% under 18. Young 

and aspiring human rights and climate activists from 

different regions were attracted by the topic, and 

realised that their dreams and idealism could legally be 

grounded within the children’s rights framework. This 

has been an (acknowledged) discovery for most of 

them. 

Many of these participants stated they are focussed on how 

sustainability plays within global scenarios, and aim at taking an active role in eco-friendly 

living. They simply want to “change the world”, “be part of the solution” and believe this 

MOOC could be a powerful, insightful tool they could use beyond “mere dialogues”.  

    

Some participants are already active in schools, within 

environmental/climate change clubs and plan to inform 

their MUN (Model United Nations) debates and motions. 
 

A portion of the young audience was comprised of BA and 

MA students who want to combine their specialty 

(aerospace engineering, health, fashion, urban design, 

pedagogy, political science, etc.) with both sustainability 

and the realization of children’s rights. Integrating 

children in the decision making is seen as something that 

is not only possible but also a moral duty. 
 

Among the MOOC’s adult audience, we wish to highlight educators (teachers, academic 

instructors, parents) who stated that the course had provided them with very useful 

information and references that could support the development of more meaningful and in-

depth learning content for children and youth.  They think that not only the course can help 

them addressing the risk of their knowledge becoming obsolescent, but also that they can 

link the care for the environment to the rights discourse, and specifically children’s right to 

participation: “I can also explain to them [the children] that they have rights to politically 

participate in those debates.” 

 

 

 

I watched and read 

about activists from all 

around the world and I 

realized that I definitely 

want to be a part of this 

movement. 

--- 

Now I can confidently talk 

about my rights. 

 

 

Now I'm more aware of what 

impact climate change has on us. 

Why children are the most 

vulnerable to climate change.   

How their participation is 

essential for a systemic change.  

I feel more empowered and 

aware of human rights and legal 

tools after this course. 
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Participants’ location and issued certificates 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Albania 1  Mauritius 1  Canada 2  Sri Lanka 3 

Argentina 1  Mexico 1  Chile 2  Turkey 3 

Benin 1  Moldova 1  Cyprus 2  Brazil 4 

Burma 1  Mozambico 1  Ethiopia 2  Nigeria 5 

Cameroon 1  New Zealand 1  Ghana 2  Philippines 5 

Colombia 1  Nigeria 1  Madagascar 2  Zimbabwe 5 

Croatia 1  Romania 1  Malaysia 2  Kenya 6 

Denmark 1  Singapore 1  Nepal 2  Pakistan 6 

Ecuador 1  Slovakia 1  Niger 2  Germany 7 

Finland 1  Somalia 1  Portugal 2  Indonesia 9 

Georgia 1  Sweden 1  Spain 2  Italy 11 

Hong Kong 1  Uganda 1  Venezuela 2  India 61 

Hungary 1  Ukraine 1  Zambia 2    
Iran 1  United States 1  France 3    
Ireland 1  Uzbekistan 1  Greece 3    
Lesotho 1  Bangladesh 2  Lebanon 3  TOT 193 

  

Latin America 

5%; 6% 

North America 

1%; 2% 

Europe 

18%; 19% 
Southeast Europe 

3%; 1% 

MENA 

7%; 4% 

Sub-Saharan Africa 

15%; 18% 

Asia-Pacific 

50%; 49% 

Central Asia 

0.2%; 2% 

Certificates by country of origin 
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Feedback of participants (217 respondents, 10% of enrolled) 
 

Positive impact of materials: 97% agrees Positive impact of activities: 92 % agrees 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

Overall rating: 94% gives 4 - 5                                  97 % would recommend it 
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13 YEARS OLD 
 

It helped me learn more about child rights, the 

rights of the environment and how all is 

related. And how to become an activist and 

engaging in community programs for the 

improvement of our environment and planet.  

As I am in 8th grade, I hope the knowledge 

gained through this course will help me to 

confidently debate and write resolutions in my 

future MUN conferences. 

 

YOUNG ACTIVIST 
 

As a climate activist I aim to 

fight climate change in 

Malaysia. I am only 18 and 

through this course I have 

learnt how to convey my 

thoughts appropriately so 

that I am heard. 

 

 

 

         An inspiring MOOC beyond relevance and timeliness 
 

The well-balanced courseware and mix of teaching styles (videos, readings, quizzes, 

summaries) and engagement opportunities (webinars, forums, prompts sent by email) were 

praised even by the younger participants, who found it “easy to digest”. In fact, one of them 

wrote “Thank you Ms. Angela for framing the course content [and arranging it in such a] 

diluted and interesting [way] even for my age. I like all the videos and presentations [whose] 

concepts are easy to grasp.”  
 

The following were among the most appreciated characteristics of the MOOC:  

- The inspiring videos of young activists from different regions of the world, selected by 

the MOOC’s academic director and instructor Angela Melchiorre 

- The contributions from practitioners who added new insights and a global perspective 

- The level of discussions that allowed an enriching, inspiring exchange with peers 
 

Many participants stated that they will use the course to carry out professional tasks such as 

designing, monitoring and evaluating development projects and in their child protection 

capacity. Various professionals who joined the MOOC acknowledged that such a course is 

missing from the mainstream training programmes they usually attend. This reflects similar 

comments made by all the MOOC lecturers who congratulated us on "such a needed and 

timely initiative. 
 

 

Selected comments 
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ACCOUNTABILITY 
 

 

The overall course has helped 

me to look at environmental 

issues with a different eye, that 

everyone is accountable and 

can change the status quo.   

 

A STRONGER DETERMINATION 
 

As a law student who wishes to pursue 

environmental law as post grad, this has 

really helped me understand where the 

problem lies, especially with regards to 

laws governing the environment.  

I have an even stronger will and 

determination to help alleviate the huge 

work undertaken by climate activists 

around the globe. 

 

 

SUPPORTING 
PRACTICE 

 

I am more equipped 

now to undertake 

evaluations of EU 

financed assistance to 

South Asian countries. 

 

FASHION STUDENT 
 

I am a fashion design student in 

Tamil. Fashion being the world’s 

second largest polluting industry I’d 

like to be one amongst many other 

who wish to change the face of this 

industry. 

 

KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION  
 

As Save the Children South Africa we are 

exploring ways to work with children on 

climate change. This will assist us in 

structuring our knowledge to assist them in 

their different environmental agendas.  

 

 

POTENTIAL 
 

Huge advocacy can 

be made after this 

course! 
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